Re-examination of the effects of raphe lesions on the sleep/wakefulness cycle states in cats.
To study the specific effects of central superior raphe nucleus (CeSR) lesions on the different sleep/wakefulness cycle states of the cat, nine animals with implanted electrodes for EOG, EMG and EEG recordings were used. Seven cats received diathermocoagulation lesions that destroyed between 13 and 100 percent of the CeSR; the remaining two cats, which suffered lesions in the paramedial region of the oral pontine reticular nucleus (RPO), were used to determine the effects on sleep/wakefulness states caused by damage to adjacent CeSR structures and/or passage fibres. Three prelesion and five postlesion weekly 24 h recordings were obtained from each cat. Recordings were scored according to the polygraphic criteria for wakefulness (W), drowsiness (D), slow wave sleep (SWS) and paradoxical sleep (PS). Results indicated that insomnia is not produced exclusively by CeSR lesions, since adjacent paramedial RPO lesions also decrease both SWS and PS; however, increased W occurred after the former while increased D occurred after the latter. Correlation coefficient analyses showed that W is the only state that correlates significantly with the volume of CeSR destroyed. The following correlations between different states of the sleep/wakefulness cycle were, however, significant: W-D, W-SWS and SWS-PS. Disinhibition of W, therefore, and not sleep loss seems to be the primary effect of CeSR lesions. Thus, the CeSR nucleus appears to be involved in arousal mechanisms rather than in direct sleep promotion.